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USER GUIDE - ECONOX

CONCENTRATION CYCLE

WASH CYCLE (Step by step procedure)15 MINUTES COMPLETE RINSE CYCLE 
(Desugarize the membranes)

1.

3.2.

1.   Make sure the membrane is rinsed completely before  
      you start;
2 .  Shut all gate valves (V6) & (V7); 
3.    Open the maple sap inlet gate valve;
4.   Place both Concentrate (V4) and Permeate (V5) 3-way   
       valves towards their respective tanks; 
5.   Place the selecting valve to the ‘‘Concentrate’’ position  
      (V3);
6.     Open (a few turns) the concentration control valve (V1);
7.    Start the Concentrator;
8.   When you see water running through the permeate  
        flowmeter, adjust the concetration valve like this: more  
       opened at the beginning, slowly shut it until you reach 
       the desired level of concentration (V1); 
9.   Adjust the pressure control valve in ordre to never  
      exceed the system’s maximum total flow capacity (V2);
10.Before ending the concentration cycle, fill the wash tank  
       with permeate up to the overflow (V5);

1.   Carry out a complete rinse cycle. Don’t forget to keep  
      some permeate for the final rinse. (min. 300 gallons 
       for each 8 in. membrane);
2.   Fill wash tank up to the overflow with permeate;
3.   Add Ultra-Bio-membrane cleaner until you reach a pH  
       of 12 if using a H2O membrane (approximately 500ml);
4.   Open the wash tank gate valve (V7);
5.   Place both Concentrate (V4) and Permeate (V5)  
      3-way valves towards the wash tank;
6.   Start the Concentrator;
7.   Place the selecting valve to ‘’rinse and wash’’  
      (completely or until you reach 30PSI after the pre-filter.)  
        (V3);
8.   Let the system run until it automatically stops. Auto- 
       matic shut-off occurs when temperature reaches  
       100 oF  (40 oC);
9.   Open the drain gate valve  (V6).

       Proceed with a rinse cycle to wash away all cleaner   
      residues.

-    All concentrated water must be flushed away, using  
       permeate, towards the concentrate tank;
The membrane must be rinsed using permeate.
1.   Shut gate valve (V6);
2.   Open the permeate tank gate valve;
3.   Turn the Permeate 3-way valve towards the permeate 
       tank;
4.   Temporarily turn the Concentrate 3-way valve towards  
      the concentrate tank (desugarization) (V4);
5.   Start the Concentrator;
6.   Place the selecting valve to ‘’rinse and wash’’ (comple-  
      tely or until you reach 30PSI after the pre-filter.) (V3);  
7.   Let the pump run for two minutes, or until concentrated  
       water is flushed from the membranes and the pipes;   
8.   Place the concentrate 3-way valve (V5) towards the  
       wash tank and open the drain gate valve to evacuate 
      (V6):

       • Determine PWP factor;

       • If flow rate loss is more than 20% proceed to  
          wash cycle.


